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Dr. Ashutosh Priya, a reputed academician having degrees in Management,
Economics and Law, having wide experience combining teaching and industry. His
wide management experience working in diverse capacities from Head, Proctor,
Dean and Director have endowed him with skills requisite of top management in the
national and international spheres. His role as the HOD, Examination Controller and
guide for research students pursuing their PHD enabled him to be in tandem with the
intellectual level of current students, enabling him to make a correct assessment of
their calibre. He has also chaired and co-chaired various sessions at national and
international conferences. He has visited some countries to deliver invited lectures in
Seminar/Conference.
Having edited several published books on education and management and as the
editor to a research journal of repute, his insight on both fields is immense. With
over 42 research publications to his credit on diverse aspects of education, he has
developed an astute knowledge of industry demands in the corporate culture along
with the gap in education initiatives and professional environment. He is in advisor
board of some of the academic institutes and industry. Extending his knowledge
through participation in a plethora of workshops, refresher courses, and MDP’s, He,
stands at the critical position of delivering the acumen he has gained over the years
in diverse pedagogies. His role in organizing 8 national conferences as well as MDP’s
and workshops on management topics is critical. He is a reputed trainer on soft skills
he has trained many professionals in corporate and faculty members & students in
colleges. A true seeker of knowledge, he strives to fulfil this gap through training
students in empowering them with techniques of success in his fields of
specialization, Economics and Management. A member of AIMS International, The
Association of Indian Management Scholars, and the Indian Commerce Association,
his exposure to solutions in human resource enhancement through adequate and
competent training is invaluable. Presently He is working in the area of Spiritual
Management & Higher Education.

